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ABSTRACT
Presented is a discussion of the role of explanation

and prediction in determining science curriculum content. It is the
author's contention that many of the concepts currently presented in
high school and college science courses are based on assumptions long
rejected as false by scientists because curriculum designers have
tailed to examine carefully the difference between explanation and
prediction as bases for acceptable scientific theories. It is
suggested that curriculum be leveloped which is based on a study by
analogy of the more familiar and easily understood examples of
explanation and prediction in science, thereby allowing students to
look on explanations as useful but tentative models for examining the
universe. (Author/PEB)
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AhSTRACT

ttA V,Ao,

Many of the eoucepts c'urre'nt 1.y presented iu high school and co1.1.e4e

evureee are besed on aeoumptione which have long been rejeeted ee false

by 141V1111:11. Thie petielox exists, in ort, becouee curriculum desiovre have

foiled se:.1!1,ine cerefully the difference between explauation end predietion

at; bate;; :or eeeel-geble selentifle theeries. This failure is rooted it, a mis-

interpretatioe of what in known as the Correspondence Principle, the principle

wItich held e that au: new theory In science must reduce to the old well-estab-

lished theory to vhfh it correspoyde when Chet new tncory is applied to the

circumstencs for which the less general theory is known to hold. While this

im certainly true with respect to predictions, i.e. any new theory must be at

least as gooi!

often not the

as the old theory in aceountinl; for obseved phenomena, it

case with respect to explanations.

New theories in science often present entirely different ways of

VICW1114 and exillaului; nature, even though under corresponding circumstances

their predictione are esseatially the same as those of the theories they e-

place.

The fiClure to tnke account of these differences raise serious prob-

lems in future science curriculum design. While it may seem appropriate to

emphosie the teaehing of now theories in place of older ones, it must be

recoatlized that maiy of the new theories of today will be the old theories of

tomorroe. Does it make sense to constantly revise our curriculum simply to

keep up with curten% theories which have not yet been disproved? The situation

is made more cemlex by the fact that many of our new, broader theories are more

difficult to understend end to teach than are the theories they replace. On the

other hand how long cln we continue to teach theories which work in a predictive

sense but are based or false explenations?

One possible solution is to reject explanation altogether as a basis

for scientific theorie-. and to rely solely on the criteria of accurate predic-

tion. Soee of Fcionec argue for this poJition, but uost arc
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TOE EXPLANATP::N AND PRWTION IN

ETERM1::I aVJULIM CONTCNTJ-,4 I. ca. s..
Al'o-t\N

%k\'I

Richard N. Reis

1NTRODUC1'10::

Much of the' content of our present Ligh school and college science

progr:u.s 1;1 based on utdilted scientific theories which wore popular at the

end of the P.)th eentu:;. Our science currieultm has failed to consider many

of the fuda;:eatally new thcoriv4: which hoVe cmorged during the past 75 years.

These ve: theories provide no: only more accurate predictions but also com-

pletely new explanatienh which have actually replaced explanations of the

past. The situation in which we continue tc teach concepts based upon assumptions

which have lout; ago been rejected as false by scientists is due to the failure

of cutriculum designers to consider carefully the distinction between explanation

and prediction in science.

This paper will examine some of these impo l ant distinct ions, discuss

the implications they have for science curriculum desio, and conclude with a

look at possible new appronches required in teaching the nature of science.
EXPLANATIO:: vs PREDITlON

The ability to predict future observations and experimental results

is considered by many scientists to he the essential characteristic of a

scientific theory. Yet the history of science is replete with examples of

prediction:- which are based upon very poorly constructed theories. Conversely,

there are nuswrous examples of elaborate theories or explanations which have

yielded no predictions what sever.

The Babylonians (600-400 B.C.) were expert at makin.; accurate

predictions without the use of an explanatory base or theory. While they were

rasters at calculating the tires and dates of astronomical events, such as lunar

eclipses, new moons, and positions of the major planets, their writings reveal

no theories or even thoughts abuut tie heavens. [1]

On the other hand, the Ionians, who lived and practiced astronomy

at about the sae time, developed elaborate theories and interpretations from

which it waF., IT Torilde to mal:0 pr,dirtions. Their theories used homely analogies
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to explai th heavenst The UllIVCEN#; we compared to a tube full of fire with

holes in it thronh which stare were vieible. There is little evidence that:

they attte.pted to predict such thine,s as eclipae or the pceitions of planets;

and it is doubtful, considerin their theories, whether such predictions would

have been sueeeeeful.

While the Bahylcaliaes were successful in certain predictione, their

failure to develop explenations pieced them in the pre-science era. Toulman

areates thet all science must have at least a minimum theoretical base, even

if this beee is shown to rest on false assumptions and is subsequently rejected. PA

Kuhn has peinted out that even unsuccessful theories can verve the very useful

purpeee of focueing the attention of 4 scientific community on a particular

problem. [3]

Of course the most desirable situation would be a combination of

explanation and prediction, or. theories which yield reasonably good predictions.

This is eleentiolly the pattern that has developed in most mature sciences over

the past few centuries. However, we must realize that many theories which are

good predictors today may, upon further exr-linetion, turn out to be based on false

assumptions and will, in turn, be replaced by entirely new explanations.

Good theories yield predictions which arc in turn tested by experimen-

tation. Continued experimentation may reveal that the original theory or model

is unable to account for new observations. Over a period of time this will lead

to a modification of the original theory or is some situations to its complete

demise and replacement by en entirely different theory.

A familiar example of this was the change from the .etolemaic or Earth-

centered mode! to the Copernican or Sun-centered model of the solar system. The

Ptolemaic model is a reasonably good predictor of the positions of the sun, moon

and planets aed even today it can be used with so:7,e success in earth-l-ased navi-

gation. However, the failure of these predictions to conform to the much more

acc,rate observations of the 16th century led to th2 eventual rejection of the

Ptolemaic model and its replacement by the Copernican model. It was this failere

to predict at a very high dozree of accuracy that provided the impetus for the

devclop:.ent of aa altern;.te zoncept. Yet while both rodols are able to predict

the poilition: of the sun, moon and plaaet (althiti311 at different levels; or
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Accuracy) it is important to note thit the models themselves represent

entirely eifierent ana mutully emeluatA. way4 of describing the votior'. r

the planets. Each represent.; au entirely dirfeto way of viewing tho Aructure

of tho solar system even toaz:h their predictions merge within a'part;oular ran;le

of observations.

Now which L.-Idel should we teach our students? In this situation the

answer seems clear enott,.,h. While we may actually teach about both of t;..m, since

the two L:odels are r_utually exclusive, one at least must be rejected :4s incorrect.

14.'hile we cannot know for certain if a theory is true in science we can now when

it is false, and in this case we do not teach the Ptolemaic model as a true model

of the solar system.

Yet in other arens of science we continue to teach concepts based uoon

models and thez-los which have long ago been rejected by scientists. !N'e are it

the ,,eemingly untennble position of teaching incorrect concepts to stuJvnts who

will probably ievcr take another formal course itt science.

Our science curriculum is, for the most part, devoid of the cc:: concepts

and theories of the 20th century which have rep.l.aced the classical C.earies of

the previous century and have so revolutionized our view of the univ?1,

The main reason for continuing to teach theories based on fai!le

asstwptions is our lack of understanding about the differences betweon ovplanntion

and prediction. This lack of understanding results from a misinte,-prcL;t:on of

what is known as the Correspondence Principle.

This principle, first applied in a limited way by Niels Bohr to the

theory of atmlic structure, has since been used in a much broader sense to cover

other theoric in physics, chemistr and biology.

The principle as stated by Bohr in 1Sr3 is:

"that ... in the limit of high quantum numbers the

predictiors of quantum theory agree with those of

classical p!iy:Ics." [4]
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Presented in thin limLted way its meaning is fairly clear. The omphasis

On the word 1.1):..4:Ans. Dohs' is sayin aat for the maeroseopic world (ig

qualltum nuibers) tho predietions of quantunt mechanics and'elassical physics

agree. The prediction of any new theory mist be at leant an good as those

of the older well-established theory it replaces.

If, on the other hand, ve adopt the broader statement of the

Correspondonee Prineiplo taken from a popular elementary science text, serious

tdisinterpretations can result.

"We know in advance that airy new theory in physics

(science) -- whatever its character or details --

must reduce to the well-established classical theory

to which it corresponds when the new theory is applied

to the circw!stances for which the less general theory

is known to hold." 153

Stated in this way we are led to believe that nc broader theories or ex-

planations; actually reduce to, or become, older theories when applied to

circumstances for which the older less general theories are known to hold --

a situation which rarely is true in science. It would mean that the Copernican

model of the solar Lystem reduced to or became the Ptolemaic model when applied

to the circumstances of less accurate observations. This is of course absurd.

While their predictions correspond closely under certain circumstances, the

models or theories themselves are quite dissimil:Ir ways of vieding the universe.

New theories in science often present entirely different ways of viewing and

explaining nature, even though under corresponding circumstances their edic-

tions are essuntially the ,ame as those of the theories they :,;place.

Science teachers do not seem to have difficulty in distinguishing

between prediction and explanation in simple models of the solar system, but

as soon as they move to somewhat more sophisticated concepts in the science

curriculum, these distinctions are glossed over.

When the Lnginecr assu.nes that the acceleration due to gravity is the

same aL the top and at the bottom of a tall building he is making an assumption

that is empletely reasonable in a predictive sense. The difference between

a conFizInt accoler:Ition a :;d ono c;ilculatvd fro,' the sclIvtio lzvd is a

difftrcnce of one part in 10
23

Yet the two assumptions, one of a constant
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acceleration and the other of an acceleration that decreases invornel as

the squaro of the distance wasured from the center of the earth, are funda-

mentally different ways of desetibing nature. In an mlina.tqy sense Newton's

Inverse Square LaW does not reduce to a case of conntant acceleration for small

changLs in di.,..tanQv.

A more relevant ex.mple would be a comparibon of the Newtonian and

Ein.teinin theories or dytwmies. The predictions of Newtonian dynr.mies have

been quit o goo,! whea dez.iin,., with naturalspoods one would observe at or near

the surface of the Larth. Dut for objects attaining speeds more them Len per-

cent of the speed of light (mo:e than 20,000 mihec) the predictions of rewtonian

becot.e increasingly inaccurate, ..he predictions of Einsieinian dynamics,

on the other ha:.d, conform closely to observations of objects going up to and in-

cluding 99.9 of the speed of light. Of course EinsteinLan theory also predicts

with groat accuracy observations below 10% of the speed of light, that is, in

circuLstances whore Newtonian dynamir:s was quite successful. Therefore, Einstein's

thew), is a r-lic!I broader, more encompassing theory. Einstein's theory will pre-

dict all that Newton's will and much more. Yet the two theories themselves are

quite different. To see how this is possible, consider as a specific illustration

the assumptions that each make about the mass of an object.

Newtonian dynamics assumes that the mass of an object is independent

of its speed. This can be expressed in a simple way by the equation,

M

where m
v

is the crass of an object moving at speed v, and my is the mass of

this same object at rest.

Einsteinian dyn wales, on the other hand, assumes that the mass of an

object is a function of its speed, increasing as the speed of the object increases.

This is expressed by the equation,

m = 0 .
\LI 1/2/c2

where v is the speee, of the ol.ject and c is the speed of light. By substituting

into this equation one cln sec that for speeds much in e%ce:;s of 0.21c the timr.,s
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of the Ooject sinificantly greater than its reot MOSS. For speeds

less than 0.1c the W.W6 of the object iS very close to its rest Mls8, The

difference in tu st;:all that it can be detected only by thy most sophisticated

ins t rumen t

Bait this does not 1,0,11 that Einstein's theory of dynortIca reduces

to Ncw001114; tyory In the realm of low velocities. We arie not talking here

about a minor difference in the sixth or seventh decimal place, but rather

about entirely differa.nt thearies. Con.AnnL tatos and mass which is dependent

Upon velocity are co....pletely different concepts. Newtonian and Finsteinian

models npreaent entirely different ways of describing nature, even .in the area

where their predictions overlap. We cannot aecep, both of these theories for

the sar.e reason thlt we cannot accept both the Ptolemaic and the Copernican

models. Or as Kuhn has said, "ln order to accept Einstein we must reject

Newten."16] 1:ily we cannot prove. Einstein righ! we can and have proven

Newton wrong. We cannot. teach Einsteinian theory only for objects, attaining

speeds greater than 20,000 mi/sec. Yet our curriculum nlaces major emphasis

on Newtonian mechanics while barely mentioning the work of Einstein.

A similar situation exists beeen quantum mechanics and classical

physics although there arc special features of the quantum mechanical model

that require special attention.

The Uncertainty Principle places a limit on the predictability of

the position and velocity of small particles. Thus it may appear that the

quantw mechanical theory is a less accurate predictor than the classical

theory it replaces. Upon closer examination this is shown not to be the case.

It is imporu..'t to distinguish between exact predictions and.accurate pre-

dlctiona. The predictio.rs of quantum mechanics are more accurate than those

of classical physics although what they predict is less exact. Classical theory

predicts that one can describe with certainty the position and velocity of a

parti-lc. This prediction is inaccurate or wrong. Quantum theory on the other

hand predicts that descriptionabout the position and velocity of a particle will

be uncertain inexact to some extent. In thin sense quantum mechanics is a

more accurate predictor than the clasnical theory it replaces.'

AE:ain in iy..; ::,i;.i1nr Co t.11,.! situat ion of :;ewton and Einstein, our

physica curriculta. Llijor ci...,:lzac;is on the si:Tlitied Bohr rude] of the
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atom with virtually no mention or thv Vow Equation or the Uncertainty Principle.

Likewise, in other areas such as cosmology, geophysics, and genetics

there have been aignificant advances which have forced scientists to reject

previous theories, yet we continuo to teach the rejected theories with little

or no mention of those theories which supernede them.

At the very mentscurrent theories ore treated as supplementary topics

which one 'tuts around to" if there is time at the end of the course. Certainly

they are not as conttal cenceptual schcws on which to build modern

science curricultm.
IMPLICATIONS FOR SCIENCv: CURRICULUM DESTCN

How then do we solve this preble:4 in future science curriculum design?

Must we discard t...ost of our elementary science textbooks and replace them with

ones that give only treatments of contemporary theories in physics, chemistry,

and biology? This would be a massive un.:ertaking involving much time, effort,

and expense. There are several arguments against taking such a radical step.

One is that many of these older concepts continue to work in a

predictive sense when applied to a wide range of phenomeni. .0ne could argue

at length with an engineer about the incorrectness of the assumptions under-

lying Newtonian mechanics, yet the fact remains that this relatively simple

model allows the engineer to construct very real build.ags, bridges, airplanes

and automobiles. lie rarely needs to consider the more sophisticated and difficult

concepts of relatiity. For him the test of the value of a model is whether or

not it can he used to produce a workable solution to a practical problem.

The scientists, and.by implication the science student, is interested

in much more. He is interested in explanation as well as prediction. It is'

this striving for explanation or understanding that gives meaning to his work.

It is the qualitative difference between the Ionians and the Babylonians.

Certainly we must teach the engineer about Newton's Lrws and the

navigator about the Ptole.mic model, but in so doing we must emphasize that

we are talking about something that is acceptable only in the predictive. sense.

We must also present a much broader picture which examines the varlow, criteria

determining the validity of a theory or a model and makes clear the important

role of explonation. We cannot continue to teach incorrectly based concepts

.1
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so1e1y on thellrounde, that they lre roa6onoW ilood pleclictors. t6

A second ariniment for not over ctvhowk:Lue, contervorary theuvlen

in an introductory sciethle convoy to a lak of time. There is not enon0 time,

it is aresued, to teach both tini4tvini:!n dyuaLttes and Newtonian dynamics; or th..1

Lohr m)Jel of the atom and the quantum rechanien1 model. This problem of tilfle

is as real one. And the fact,reino that one et' two somestevs is probably all

the tit," we will e er have with a .scup of studeuto. Our introductory vcience

court:e is likely to be the lost e.vion.2e cour;.0. t:toew students 011 ever takos 1

and it fro:1 thi:1 arexlc,nt that we have cnow,.h title to teach incorrect

but not enou:h tit:o to teach more ac,:optable oxplzmations.

-=`;''-it'l:V4.

A third arguLsent azalto;t rubhing to teach only contemporary theories

is more irportont fk.om al pedagoi0ea1 point of view. It presents scientists and

science educator:; with as true The argument is that many of the con-

temporary theories in science are so difficolt that moot students and many

teachers could mt understand them. This is 3emetimes.true even for scientists.

As t:olfi..an obaerva. in the early 1920's:

"At the moment physics is again terribly confused. In any

case, it is too difficult for me, and I wish 1. had been

a movie comedian ur something of the sort and had never

heard of phyoics" [7]

To present, in an honest way, the concepts of relativity and quantum mechanics

requires a depth of understanding, few physics majors received in four years of

university work. The problem of presenting this information in one year to

teihinag science students is obvious enough.

Perhap this is the real reason we have found time 6,o teach both

the Ptoleinic and Copernic;.n model but not the time to teach the theories of

both Newton and Ein:Itein. The fomer are easily understood and within the realm

of everyd.iy experiences. This is not the ease with the latter (quantum mechanics

and rclativ:ty). Does this situation moan that we have actually reached a point

in the develop:ent of srionro Whore curront thoorieg nnd p-dizmq are incoupro-

hensible to the vast majority of our population? if this is so, tht'n science

will continue to lo;:e touch with the very people vho benefit from it and who are

asked to stw,rt it.

In additioo to till' ab,)ve therc is a wore fun&trontll reason

why w should not discard all old thcorios and teach only the latest advances
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This reecin is recited in the very nature ot science itself. We know irom

a r.tuy or histery that at least in the explanatory senso, tho new theories

of to,lay will tdest likely be the old theories of tomorrow. While we can be

reasonably sure that present theories will continue to predict with a certain

&Tee of aecuracy, we cannot be as sure that their explanations will remain

Val id. When ceasiders the a,!vance.; science has made in the past century it

rciX.L.r. to twortc that, within our students' lifetime; a number of today's

theories will bee0:-... eutJatkJ.

In plz.ein:1 oxcoi:sivo c...;pha:.is on what i current in science we enter

a futile r. :t' to IleLp one stcp ahead of the late,t advanev. This will not help

our stu,!..at, leterpret sc enee 20 or 30 years after they have left. school. If

a major goal of scienco oducatit,n is to produce autonomous learners, then we must

give students sm..othing that Iwis survival value. Something that will allow them

to adapt to the accelerating changes in science that will take place in the decades

to cot..,-:. This Le.elethin6 involves mote than an understanding of basic concepts

and principles. It involves an understanding of how science itself progresses.

It involves the develorent of a model that brings out clearly the distinctions

and at the sa::o time points out the interrelationship between explanation and

prediction. 1:e should tite a mJdel which allows students to incorporate n:'w

advances in science into a stable structure. They should realize that explanations

serve as useful but tentative models around which further predictions and advances

can be mIde and th:lt thine e:pl.:nations are not final truths it themselves.

FUTURE vossITILITIEs
This paper then is an ag=ent for a curriculum the central focus of

which should be to exn...ine the nature of science, the scientific enterprise and

the charz.ctoristio,-; of scientists. To accomplish these ends in high school and

liberal arts collcee courses students need mote than standard treatments of the

history and philns,i'hy of science -- treatments which tend to be too abstract and

removed from their everyday experiences. New, inaginative approaches using case

visits, with scientists, and research projects are steps in the right

direction.

In addition, more attention needs to be given to the use of analogies

and simlition in the clnesroo: :. Analogies servo as learhing tools which

coene.-t v,t the w!th wb:,t !,,.! is prescntly tryin6 to lecirn .

th b PLole:..ic Cop2r:11c;.., modttls c,n be u.;d to

iliustiate the form of present and future changes in scientific theories.
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Sinulation gamos Cd.t provide tho nocossory vohIcle to tio analogios together,

to pruviao ana to conncct analogies with the students' overyday

experiences. Pionecring has boon dono in this roc.pect in the toaching

of the social scinco ona vauoation, but vory little has boen

attoc...ptca with n:;tural scienco curricula.

By provitlin;', a fra:,,-,!ork which w%os clear the function of cx-

planation an .erodiction in scienco ti o will b elpIne, students to under-

stand r ck. cloarly tilt' .,,res:socts and liwitations of scionce in the decades

to cot...' .

0,,S"

VOVON.
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